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Abstract. Advances in medical imaging technologies have assured the availabil-
ity of more and more precise and detailed images whose analysis has became a
necessary step in the diagnostic, prognostic and monitoring processes of main
pathologies. Such development has stressed the need for advanced systems that
are not limited to storage and management but include intelligent representa-
tion and retrieval of images. In this paper, we report current results of a medical
warehouse we are developing for mining medical images, thus offering medical
experts and researchers the possibility of storing, retrieving, analyzing and inves-
tigating biomedical images to discover novel knowledge relevant to diagnostic
processes.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the field of visual information technology is one of the main sources for
knowledge representation and understanding. This is dramatically true within the med-
ical sciences where the importance of image content makes more urgent the call for
proper and efficient storage, management and usage of images.

Specialized systems, termed Picture Archiving and Communication Systems-PACS,
have been introduced within the Health Information Systems for the acquisition, stor-
age, transmission, processing and display of digital, multi-modal medical images [8].
PACS provide efficient and cost-effective means for off-site retrieving, examining and
reporting diagnostic images, thus allowing for tele-diagnosis, second opinion consul-
tancy and distance education. However, these large collections of images hide rich
information highly useful in the diagnostic and monitoring processes, which requires
advanced and intelligent techniques to be extracted. Image Mining deals with the ex-
traction of implicit, semantically meaningful knowledge, image data relationships, or
other patterns which are not explicitly stored in the image databases, and which con-
nect images to non imagery contextual data [15]. Research in image mining is still in
its early stages, although it relies on rather assessed disciplines such as computer vi-
sion, image processing, image retrieval, data mining, machine learning, database, and
artificial intelligence. The fundamental challenge in image mining is to determine how
low-level representation contained in a raw image or image sequence can be processed
to identify high-level, novel information and relationships among data.
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Two main typologies of image mining frameworks can be individuated: function-
driven, which are focused on the functionalities of the components to be integrated, and
information-driven, which are designed as a hierarchical structure with special empha-
sis on the information needs at various levels of the hierarchy.

Within the medical field, some image mining systems have beenpresented [13], es-
pecially within histology and cytology [3], [4], [10]; however the main focus of their
development has been reserved to the problem of image retrieval by content, thus miss-
ing the real interesting challenge of extracting new knowledge. Exploiting experiences
matured within the EU Network of Excellence MUSCLE (Multimedia Understand-
ing through Semantics, Understanding and Learning), the STREP EU project HEART-
FAID (A knowledge based platform of services for supportingmedical-clinical manage-
ment of the heart failure within the elderly population) andthe Italian-Russian bilateral
project, we are working on the development of an Image MiningMedical Warehouse
(IMMW) which is meant to supply all the image mining functionalities, ranging from
image storage to novel knowledge discovery. IMMW has been designed by integrating
and extending the infrastructure we have developed within the MUSCLE initiative for
managing multimedia metadata (the so-called 4M infrastructure) [1] by integrating a
semantic apparatus for suggesting suitable image analysisalgorithms and appropriate
decisions on medical diagnosis.

In this paper, current results of the design activity are presented since interesting
aspects have come forth as worthy of discussion. The main components of IMMW are
also introduced and future activities discussed.

2 The Infrastructure for an Image Mining Medical Warehouse

IMMW infrastructure has been conceived for aiding the investigation and diagnostic
processes of medical problems, by providing local and remote access to known cases,
the facility for retrieving images by content, and the possibility of mining image patterns
relevant to medical decision making, e.g., diagnoses and prognoses.

Several practical scenarios can be supplied for highlighting the usefulness of IMMW
functionalities:

· Case-based reasoning: a physician is presented with magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) data of a patient’s brain, but imaged patterns raise some uncertainty in the
diagnosis. Retrieving similar cases according to patient’s information and the im-
agery data can help him making a final decision by investigating other physicians’
diagnoses;

· Exploration of concurrent situations: a histopathologist researcher is experimenting
with a new marker on breast tissue. For comparing its performance, he can search
for the effects of the same marker on different tissues, e.g., on liver tissue, or for
other markers resulting in the same effects on breast tissue;

· Extraction of new knowledge: a cardiologist wants to explore the prognostic value
of some parameters extracted from imaging data, e.g., of theejection fraction com-
puted from cardiac MRI. Applying data mining techniques on opportunely defined
patterns, he can find out the relationship between prognosisand the set of parame-
ters.
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Fig. 1. Main functionalities of the Image Mining Medical Warehouse.

IMMW has been functionally designed as shown in Figure 1, also considering a
hierarchy of information levels. Actually, along with the data storage and management
inside a repository, we identified three main and interrelated end-users functionalities:

· Image indexing and retrieval, for finding images ranked in accordance to some re-
quirements on their content. Retrieval can be performed by means of explicit text
query or by supplying a reference image. Similarity measures are applied to appro-
priate image representations for identifying the relevantimages to be retrieved;

· Image semantic annotation, for defining a list of semantic keywords to be associated
to image and used for their retrieval, in particular for textqueries. A structured
terminology is supplied for aiding annotations by the users;

· Novel medical knowledge discovery, for extracting valid, novel and understandable
knowledge about the diagnostic, prognostic and monitoringprocesses. Advanced
data mining methods can be applied to patterns built by correlating features ex-
tracted from images and domain concepts.

These functionalities rely on the fundamental process of representing image infor-
mative content by extracting a set of meaningful features and interpreting them. Within
IMMW, four levels of representation can be conceptually identified, as suggested in
[15]:

i. The Pixel level consists of the raw image information such as image pixels and
global primitive image features computed on them;

ii. The Object level deals with object or region information extracted on the basis of
the primitive features;

iii. The Object level deals with object or region information extracted on the basis of
the primitive features;
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iv. The Pattern level incorporates domain related data and the semantic conceptsob-
tained from the image data to discover underlying domain patterns and knowledge.

The first level yields a coarse representation model which isbuilt with low-level
features computed on pixel data, such as color and texture, and represents the basic
information for retrieving images by content. Being global, such model lacks impor-
tant concepts of object or region, thus is useless for answering queries such as “find
brain MRI that highlights an intracranial aneurysm”. The second level is conceived for
filling this lack: it often requires animage segmentation process to assure a better ac-
curacy of specific, sometimes domain-dependent features computed for representing
the objects/regions contained in the images. A further elaboration involves an object
recognition process which can be also seen as part of the third level: throughpattern
recognition and image categorization/understanding methods, semantic concepts be-
longing to the medical domain knowledge are associated to images. The fourth level
is of key importance for image mining purposes and is concerned with the integration
of high level information extracted from imaging and contextual data of the medical
domain in order to mine novel patterns relevant for the medical decision problems.

IMMW conceptual design is being developed by extending the 4M infrastructure
which was designed aiming at defining, maintaining and exchanging multimedia meta-
data and data sets. 4M was developed by using (i) standardized Semantic Web tech-
nologies promoted by the W3C office, since they can facilitate the overall vision of
distributed, machine readable metadata; (ii) multimedia metadata standards, in particu-
lar the MPEG-7 standard; and (iii) open-source software.

The 4M is being extended by adding a semantic apparatus, constituted by a suite of
ontologies which assure several advantages as means for:

· structuring a universe of discourse by formalizing domain knowledge;
· improving and increasing the amount of domain knowledge through reasoning and

inferring new knowledge;
· combining image understanding methods for the extraction of domain semantic

concepts;
· semantic retrieval and annotation of images by using domainconcepts.

The main components of IMMW, as sketched in Figure 2, are:

· a repository for storing, accessing and retrieving images and information extracted
at different levels from them;

· a suite of ontologies including specific domain ontologies related to medical prob-
lems and a general image understanding ontology;

· a collection of image analysis algorithms for image processing, analysis, recogni-
tion and mining;

· a user interface for accessing, uploading, browsing and annotating images.

Parts of the last three components have been already developed inside the 4M (the
one highlighted in Figure 2). Currently the extension into the IMMW is being conducted
working in parallel on the different components, as described in the following sections.
The integration is performed at the level of the user interface.
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Fig. 2. Main components of IMMW. The coloured ones have been developed within the 4M.

2.1 The Suite of Ontologies and Image Processing Algorithms

Over the last years, ontologies have demonstrated to be an important and useful instru-
ment for representing, sharing and reusing knowledge. Evidences for that are: ontology
languages allow for expressing rich semantics and provide reasoning capabilities, e.g.,
the Ontology Web Language (OWL) [12] family of languages is based on Descrip-
tion Logic, thus, besides allowing for reasoning capabilities, it assures a well-founded
knowledge base; languages and tools can be easily found for free and based on standard
Semantic Web technologies (OWL, RDF, etc.). This can provide user friendly capabil-
ity to build ontologies and also makes it easier to share the results and re-use knowledge
provided by others.

Within the IMMW, the suite of ontologies contains:

· Domain ontologies, defined for representing domain knowledge;
· Image Understanding ontologies, devoted to the semantic formalization of image

processing, representation, classification and recognition techniques.

Domain ontologies have been inserted for supporting the concept level represen-
tation of image content and for aiding the users’ annotationprocess. So far, we have
developed an ontology of the cytopathology domain [6], while two ontologies regard-
ing the cardiologic and the breast oncology domains are under development [5].

The image understanding ontologies are being developed basing on the Image Anal-
ysis Thesaurus [2], which has been defined at the Scientific Council “Cybernetics” of
the Russian Academy of Sciences and detailed later at the Dorodnicyn Computing Cen-
ter of the Russian Academy of Sciences [7]. Currently, the available ontologies contain
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Fig. 3. An excerpt of image processing and features ontologies.

concepts related to image general information, and techniques for image processing and
features extraction [6]. The MPEG-7 ontology [11], alreadyused in the 4M, has been
included and re-arranged within the feature ontology. An excerpt of the classes is shown
in Figure 3.

The ontological models have been equipped with a library of algorithms that al-
lows for the application of image transformation methods and for the extraction of the
features.

2.2 The Infrastructure for Image Management

For adequately handling the medical images, a management infrastructure has been
set up exploiting the existing components of the 4M, i.e. therepository and the user
interface.

The repository has been developed as an XML database, in order to assure the high-
est image representation flexibility. Actually, the internal representation of features can
be directly inserted into the database and data structures should be extended only to
include additional extracted features. For the implementation, an open source, native
XML database, eXist [9], has been selected, since it provides efficient, index-based pro-
cessing, automatic indexing, extensions for full-text search, and a Java interface. Java
classes have been implemented for querying the collectionsusing XQuery language
[14] in order to extract low-level features and select imageobjects by similarity.

An interface has been also implemented to search for images in the database. Given
that an URI (Unique Resource Identifier) is a basic building block for Semantic Web
applications, we denote every multimedia object by a uniqueidentifier, named Medi-
aURI, that includes the type of the object and a hash of the object content. Through a
MediaURI, any multimedia object is univocally identified and can be accessed in our
XML database.
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Fig. 4. Two screen shots of the warehouse infrastructure showing excerpts of the mammographic
(upper) and cytological (lower) images collections.

3 Discussion and Future Activities

Current results of the IMMW consist in an infrastructure which allows for: (i) image
upload; (ii) image analysis to produce a features representation; (iii) image storage with
MPEG-7 metadata in the XML database; (iv) image retrieval bycontent.

The medical domains currently considered are cytopathology, histology, cardiology
and oncology. In Figure 4 small extracts of two imaging collections stored into the
IMMW are shown, i.e. the mammography and cytology.

The content-based retrieval is performed by similarity on extracted features. Figure
5 shows the results of two queries by reference image. Imagesare ranked according to
the similarity value.

Image annotation is a core functionality supplied by the infrastructure; in particular
annotations can be added to image regions. The annotation facility allows the user to
select a region and insert textual annotation which is stored in RDF format. Future
development will guide the annotation by supplying domain terminology (i.e. concepts
contained in the domain ontologies). Figure 6 shows the annotation of a cytological
image and the resulting RDF code. Annotations are summarized and reported onto the
annotated regions (see Figure 7).
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Fig. 5. Results of the content based retrieval: the upper left imageis the query image and the
upper right is the more relevant.

Future activities will consist in the completion of the ontology suite and its full in-
tegration with the library of algorithms for image understanding at high semantic level.
Furthermore, the actual data mining facility will be inserted allowing for the discovery
of novel medical knowledge. An ambitious goal will be the integration of the IMMW
with PACS for supporting medical researchers in their routine activity workflows.
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Fig. 6. The annotation facility: (left) textual descriptions can be associated to image regions,
(right) the correspondign RDF code is automatically created.

Fig. 7. Summary of the annotation of Figure 6.
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